DONOR LEVELS & BENEFITS

EVEREST
ANNUAL DONATION OF $20,000+

- 4 Patron passes for the 2019 Festival
- Everest level acknowledgment (2019 festival program, website, theater screenwash and donor brochure)

EL CAPITAN
ANNUAL DONATION OF $2,500+

- 2 Ama Dablam passes for the 2019 Festival
- El Capitan level acknowledgment (2019 festival program, website, theater screenwash and donor brochure)

EL DIENTE
ANNUAL DONATION OF $101+

- El Diente level acknowledgment (2019 festival program, website and donor brochure)

AJAX
ANNUAL DONATION OF $1,250+

- 1 Ama Dablam pass for the 2019 Festival
- Ajax level acknowledgment (2019 festival program, website and donor brochure)

K2
ANNUAL DONATION OF $15,000+

- 3 Patron passes for the 2019 Festival
- K2 level acknowledgment (2019 festival program, website, theater screenwash and donor brochure)

DENALI
ANNUAL DONATION OF $10,000+

- 2 Patron passes for the 2019 Festival
- Denali level acknowledgment (2019 festival program, website, theater screenwash and donor brochure)

EL DIENTE
ANNUAL DONATION OF $101+

- El Diente level acknowledgment (2019 festival program, website and donor brochure)

EIGER
ANNUAL DONATION OF $5,000+

- 1 Patron pass for the 2019 Festival
- Eiger level acknowledgment (2019 festival program, website and donor brochure)

SNEFFELS
ANNUAL DONATION OF $100 OR LESS

- Sneffels level acknowledgment (2019 festival program, website and donor brochure)

PATRON PASS
(AVAILABLE ONLY BY DONATION)
There is priority entry to theaters for Patron passholders.
Provides admission to all festival programs and events, including the Moving Mountains Symposium, the invitation only Filmmakers Dinner and Closing Picnic & Awards Ceremony.

AMA DABLAM PASS
(AVAILABLE ONLY BY DONATION)
Provides admission to all festival programs and events, including the Moving Mountains Symposium, the invitation only Filmmakers Dinner and Closing Picnic & Awards Ceremony.

Please support Mountainfilm as we work to inspire audiences to create a better world.

Mountainfilm is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation.
CURRENT DONORS

LEGACY CIRCLE
We thank our most generous donors who have included Mountainfilm in their estate plans to provide future support for Mountainfilm.
Anonymous • Ruth E. Bender • Cathe & Chip Dyer • Dr. Hill & Bettie Hastings • Sage & Alex Martin

EVEREST
Anonymous (2) • Katherine Borsecnik & Gene Weil • Stuart & Joanna Brown • Shushana & Jack Castle • The Dalトン Family Foundation • Nancy Donohue & Diane Elam • The Entwistle Family Charitable Fund • Bruce & Bridgitt Evans • Tully & Elise Friedman, Honorary Trustees • High Meadows Group • The Kelly Family • Elizabeth R. Patterson • The Phelan Family • Dick & Susan Saint James Eberson, Honorary Trustees • Jim & Joanne Steinback • Ann & Rich Teerlink, Honorary Trustees • Telluride Foundation • Sheryl & Daniel Fishman

K2
Anonymous • Michael Goldberg & Ashley Hayward • Casey & Megan McManemin • Kimberly Williams

DENALI
Anonymous • Ruth Bender & Dan Sheline • Dan & Liz Caton • Steve & Kendall Ciecig • The De Ramel Foundation • Chip & Cathe Dyer • The Fifteen Group Foundation • Judy & Steven Gluckstein • The Grace Trust • Dr. Hill & Bettie Hastings • Joseph & Lynne Horning • Richard & Charlotte Jorgensen • Jeffrey Katz • John & Peiper Kirkendoll • Jim & Kay Mabie • John & Bridget Macaskill • Anu & Michelle Parekh • The Rankin Family • Bama Rucker & Scott Bergren • Dinny Sherman • Anita & Prabha Sinha • The Spitzer Family • Tom & Donna Stone • The Tumceme Foundation • Missy & Mike Young • Saul Zaentz Charitable Foundation

EIGER
Anonymous (2) • John & Elizabeth Cleveland • Bonnie & Louis Cohen • Susan Daley • Day Family Foundation • Jim Johnson & Paul Hokemeyer • Yale & Shanti Jones • The Mannion Family • The Markley Family • Carmen & Barry Nordstrand • Tess Peters • Peter Tarca • Terry & Susan Tice

EL CAPITAN
Anonymous • Sandra Baer & Charles Holzberg • Helen Ballard • Angela & Roger Box • The Bradley Family • Nancy & Duncan Burke • Lynn Brubaker & Richard Cornelius • Mark Contreras • Mallory Dimmitt & Bert Martin • Veggie & Lawrence Dimmitt • Craig Echols & Elizabeth Farrar • Rose & Peter Edwards • Douglas Forsberg & Janet Pollish • Elizabeth Farrar & Craig Echols • Timothy Gehan • Jeff & Allison Goldberg • Kenneth Goldman & Jodi Jacobs • Garrett Gruener • Amy Slater Family Fund at the East Bay Community Foundation • Richard Hughes • Elyn & Jeffrey Kronemeyer • Cindy Landon • Brian Lindstrom & Cheryl Strayed • Audrey Marney • Sage & Alex Martin • Yolande Miracle-Colburn & Rod Colburn • Matt & Cristina Mitchell • Jenna & Jake O’Brien • Dione & Martin Owens • Kelli Petersen • Jessie & Charles Price • Beth-Ann Schwabacher-Wenger & Marvin Wenger • Barry & Barbara Shaffer • Alison Smart • Caryl & Kendrick Smith • Lori & Jim Swift • Steve & Carli Szymanski • Zelda & Sheldon Tenenbaum • Stephanie Tomasky & Mitch Cohen • Vicki & Rick Vlasic • The Wagner Family • Shannon & Kimberly Wynne

AJAX
Anonymous • Lee Anderson • George & Lydia Bubolo • Marcia & John Cohen • Beth & George Gage • Jon Goldin-Dubois • In Honor of Katie Lee • Just For Kids Foundation • Aaron Peterson • Penelope L. Peterson • Rick Silverman • Tim & Carolyn Simpson, In Honor of Cathe & Chip Dyer • Suzanne Dyer Wise • Ellen Yarrell

EL DIENTE
Anonymous (2) • Amanda Baltzley • Judy & Paul Beckett • Suzan Beraza & Doug Fergus • Jennie Rosenthal Berliant • Dean Bubolo • Gena Buhler • David Byars • Mavin R. Cohen & Jane E. Richman • Amy Conger • Kevin & Ann Cooney • Amy & Mark Dobbin • Colin Dusenbury • Dwight Martin Team • Ms. Virginia Eggers & Mr. Andre Schwartz • William & Katrine Formby • Michael & Risa Freedman • Dave & Lael Fruen • The Garbarini Family • David Gast & Elena Schmid • Kevin Geiger & Keri Yoder • Kathy Green • Reese Henry & Company • Ginny & Maurice Hicks • Dylan Hoos • P.J. Younglove Hovey • Lindsay K. Hower • Michael Isaacs & Lisa Larsen • Olivia & Daniela Kronemeyer • The Lehman-Stamm Family Fund • In honor of Paul Lehman & Ronna Stamm • Jane Lerner • Lydia Lerner • Tim & Victoria Lovely • Sole Maritiim • Betsy & Wight Martindale • Brett McKenzie & Suzanne Pfister • Lisa & Victor Nemeroff Foundation • Laura & Chris Pucillo • Telluride Rentals • The Rolfs Family • Cheryl Rosner • Geoff & Caroline Scott • Pamela & Scott Shifflin • Strom & William Thacker, In Honor of Chris Paine • Margi White

SNEFFELS
Anonymous (4) • Joel & Betty Bechtel • Lynne Beck • Sally & Walter Bradley • Mark Burrows • Anne & Tobin Brown • Todd Brown & Lauren Bloemsa • Nancy Brunton • Cara Bunch & Kevin Wilder • Kim Bunch • Laura Colbert & Lance Waring • Maisy Cooper • Martha & Jon Dwight • Celia Dunn • Angela Dye • Patricia Engel • Rube Felicelli • In Memory of Christine Fowler • Mary Lue Frank • Anna Braselton Frost • Jessica & Mark Galbo • Billy Harbert • Emma Isaacs • Caroline Kirkendoll • Mark Knopp • Amy Levek • Janice & Steve Martin • Marissa Mattys • JoAnn McKenzie • Crystal & Andrew Merrill • Jason & Kathleen Merritt • Katie Rahman • Stephen Saxon • Naani Sheva • Sam Siegel • Duff Simbeck • Anna & Chris Simpson • Cecily Tyler • Norma Upshur • Heidi Winslow

We send our sincerest thanks to all of our generous donors and supporters.